LOVE IS JUST AROUND THE CORNER
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Intro:

Love is just around the corner,
I’m a sentimental mourner,
and I couldn’t be for-lorner

When you keep me on a corner,
love is just around the corner

Bridge:

Venus de Milo was noted for her charms
But strictly between us, you’re cuter than Venus, and what’s more, you’ve got arms!

1. So, let’s go cuddle in a corner,
any cozy little corner.

In Instrumental verse, then bridge

2. So, let’s go cuddle in a corner,
any cozy little corner.

And I’m around....you.
Love is just around the corner, any cozy little corner

Love is just around the corner, when I’m around you

I’m a sentimental mourner, and I couldn’t be for-lorer

When you keep me on a corner, just waitin’ for you

Em7 A7 Dm Em7 A7 Dm
Venus de Milo was noted for her charms

But strictly betwee us, you’re cuter than Venus, and what’s more, you’ve got arms!

So, let’s go cuddle in a corner, any cozy little corner.

Love is just around the corner, and I’m around you.

Instrumental verse

Em7 A7 Dm Em7 A7 Dm
Venus de Milo was noted for her charms

But strictly betwee us, you’re cuter than Venus, and what’s more, you’ve got arms!

So, let’s go cuddle in a corner, any cozy little corner.

Love is just around the corner, and I’m around you.

And I’m……..around….you.